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Abstract  
The objective of the research of contrails formed by air transport is to evaluate to what extent the 
industry influences the Earth's climate. Contrails formed behind an aircraft may disinte-grate within 
seconds or may cause the formation of cirrus clouds lasting several hours. Those clouds then prevent 
natural cooling of the Earth, this effect being more pronounced mainly at night. As a result, this effect 
probably contributes to global warming. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Global warming is subtle warming of the Earth, believed to be caused by human activity by some 
scientists. People cannot feel the small increase in temperature, but its effects can be catastrophic. Some 
of the effects are water shortage, catastrophic floods, hurricanes and wild-fires. 
 
The world's temperature rose by 0.5°C between years 1800 and 1900. The current rate of warming is 
estimated at 0.3°C per decade. If the human continues to pollute the atmos-phere, the Earth may warm 
up by 10 to 50°C in the 21st century. 
 
Global warming is caused by a mixture of gases produced by the nature and the hu-man, which 
accumulate in the atmosphere and absorb heat energy, which leads to the Earth's warming. Those gases 
are collectively called greenhouse gases and the impact they have on the Earth is called the greenhouse 
effect. Greenhouse gases are: carbon dioxide, water vapour, nitrogen oxides, chlorofluorocarbons and 
methane. Under normal conditions, most of the Sun's energy is absorbed by the Earth and the rest is 
radiated back to the universe. However, greenhouse gases prevent the reflected radiation of energy. Thus 
the Earth's surface begins to warm up and the greenhouse effect is created. 
 
Apart from other significant impacts of air transport on the environment such as emis-sions and noise, 
there is a serious concern that there is one more impact which has not been fully investigated and there 
are no precise data on it. This effect is the impact of contrails on the Earth's radiation balance. Some 
aspects of this phenomenon are roughly known, yet the general opinion and estimate of its impact is still 
insufficient. 
 

2. THE PRINCIPLES OF THE EFFECT 
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The impact of contrails on the radiation balance is based on the commonly known phenome-non of 
absorbing different radiation. Contrails absorb long-wave radiation from the Earth and prevent it from 
leaving the atmosphere to the universe. On the other hand, they absorb short-wave radiation from the 
Sun, which would otherwise pass to the atmosphere. However, this effect is of less significance to the 
total thermal balance of the Earth, so it is generally sup-posed that contrails have an impact on the 
increase of temperature of the Earth. This effect is more pronounced at night when there is no short-
wave component of the Sun's radiation and contrails only contribute to the temperature increase. 
 

	  
Figure	  1	  Contrails:	  source	  http://mrbarlow.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/jet-‐contrails.jpg	  

The intensity of the increase is subject to long-lasting disputes and the values range from 15mW to 
80mW [5] per meter squared. Contrails as such are usually short-lived and cover only a small part of the 
sky. Therefore their impact is not that significant. The negative aspect is the fact that they can lead to the 
formation of cirrus clouds, which last for a much longer time period, they cover a larger part of the sky 
and are more reflective so they result in a greater influence of the Earth's radiation balance. High danger 
of aviation is mentioned in all IPCC reports [4]. 
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Figure	  2	  Contrails	  over	  Europe	  Jacques	  Descloitres,	  MODIS	  Rapid	  Response	  Team,	  
NASA/GSFC	  

	  

Figure	  3	  The	  conversion	  of	  contrails	  into	  cirrus	  clouds	  
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Figure 3 shows an IR spectrum record of gradual build-up of contrails and their con-version to cirrus 
clouds. The area covered and the amount of heat reflected from the cirrus clouds is several times greater 
than for linear contrails. [1] 

To estimate the radiation balance, it is necessary to know the optical depth of the clouds, the 
composition of crystals and the time period of existence. All those variables are, however, also difficult 
to determine. 

There are various models based on a global approach to this problem. According to [2], there is a clear 
relationship between the formation of long-lasting contrails and so called ISSR. ISSR (Ice 
Supersaturated Regions) are areas of air supersaturated with ice with temperatures below 0°C with no 
clouds present. 

3. OUR APPROACH 
 
The approach we are introducing here is based on collection of data from optical recording. We expect to 
distribute several data collection stations to record the state of the sky. Using automated technology, they 
will determine the percentage of sky covered by contrails and roughly estimate their optical depth. The 
next step will be to evaluate the formation of cirrus clouds and determine the conditions in which they 
form. The result will therefore be a short-term forecast of contrail and possibly cirrus cloud formation. 
 
A similar system was developed several years ago at the Institute of Atmosphere DLR in the German 
city of Munich. This forecast tool is called COCIP and its inputs are current atmospheric data, which are 
difficult to collect regularly at different altitudes. The advantage of our system is that it does not require 
input variables of current meteorological conditions because it is based on data collected from optical 
observation. However, the disadvantage of our method is the necessity for optical observation. Thus the 
method is unusable in bad weather conditions. 
 

4. PROJECT FRAMEWORK 
 
At the moment we are investigating the technology required to set up the monitoring stations and their 
locations. We would ideally like to place the stations in places where aircraft usually change direction 
because the radius of turn of the contrail should be reflected in the shape of the induced cirrus cloud so 
that they can be better distinguished from other clouds.  The chal-lenge is to record the whole process of 
induced cirrus cloud formation to be able to differenti-ate between induced and naturally formed clouds. 
This is one of the reasons why the effect of cirrus clouds is not commonly included among the impacts 
of air transport. 
 
A monitoring station will be set up to monitor contrails during the day. Ideally, it will be equipped with 
four video cameras to record the sky continuously at an angle of 120°. The recorded image will not be 
distorted at the edges and it will be processed in a format further usable in Matlab. 
 
Matlab should be able to distinguish between contrails and cirrus clouds in the inserted image based on 
image processing. For image processing we plan to use matlab functions from Computer vision toolbox 
and Image processing toolbox. With this tools we presume that we will be able to find characteristic 
curvature in cirrus shape which would have origin in curved contrails from aircraft which changed 
heading. For this reason we are going to place monitor-ing station near high altitude air routes navpoints 
where aircrafts is going to change heading more often. 
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The monitoring station will be firmly installed in a place where the sky is not obstruct-ed, preferably on 
the rooftop of a building where the surrounding does not cover the view. It will be enclosed in a 
protective box to protect it from the environment. 
 
Initial observation will be used to collect sky images at a frequency of one image per ten seconds. The 
frequency will be progressively increased as the project is developed further. 
 
The image will be transferred for further processing via the Internet. 
 
This primary research should provide the first data on contrails already this year, show-ing above all 
their average time of duration, average dimensions and the number of days when significant contrails are 
formed. We will further try to establish the relation between the type of airplane and properties of 
contrails as there is an assumption that four-engine airplanes lead to the formation of more distinctive 
contrails. This phenomenon was researcher in article [3], but this research was focused on 4 engine jet 
A380 which has, because of modern construc-tion, quiet economic fuel flow, it is possible to presume 
that we will be able to identify air-planes in FIR Praha with higher fuel consumption and even with 
higher creation of contrails.  
 
At the moment, there is research in progress at DLR that focuses on the impact of con-trails and induced 
cirrus clouds on rain shadow in certain regions. Condensation nuclei are used up in cirrus cloud 
formation and are not present when later needed for precipitation for-mation. As a result, there is less 
precipitation amount in the region. If this assumption was ver-ified, contrails would become a more 
serious problem as their impact on regions near major airways would be even more significant. This 
would probably result in necessary legal re-strictions. 
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